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      Wooden Washbasin
                   OCEAN SHELL

TYPE OF WOOD

PEAR

The washbasins are manufactured out of individual 
layers of wood in elaborate craftsmanship similar to 
modern yacht construction. The 4 mm thick wooden 
planks are bent using steam and special adhesives 
are used to join the many layers together. The result 
is a unique form reminiscent of a seashell. A high-
quality seal permanently protects the wood against 
moisture ingress.Other types of wood on demand!
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        Dimensional drawings
                       OCEAN SHELL

OCEAN SHELL

Dimensions: 76 x 29 cm   
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     Installation Instructions                                   
                                       OCEAN SHELL

Wooden basin

Male thread for reducing nut
1 1/4“ - 3/4“
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         Care Instructions
                OCEAN SHELL

The cleaning of your wooden washbasin is very simple since its qualities merely distinguish from common 
washbasins. For the normal cleaning it is best to take a soft cloth or a microfibre cloth and wipe the wash-
basin free from water or any liquids. Never under any circumstances use sponges or cloths that could 
scratch the surface!

Tip:
Our wooden washbasins keep their shine the longest if they are cleaned regularly with asoft (never abrasi-
ve!) sponge or cloth soaked in liquid soap or with a non abrasive bathroom cleaner.

Warning:
Never use any cleaning products containing any abrasive materials such as sand etc.! They will scratch 
the surface, which will loose its shine and become matt. If a thin layer of lime has built on the surface, it 
can easily be removed with some household vinegar or a bathroom cleaner. We advise against the use of 
aggressive deliming products.

Tip:
In the case of lime residue we recommend diluted essence of vinegar as a cleanser. 

Advice:
Wood is a natural product. Patterns only show the general appearance of the wood. Color and structure 
variations, veining, hairline cracks, etc. are permitted and thus are not defects and are not impaired by spe-
cialist application. Small pores can appear through the manufacturing process and therefore are no reason 
to complain. It may also be that polishing settle in small pores, which can be easily removed by washing 
with water and wiping with a damp cloth.


